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Topicality. The paper examines the problem of using face video processing for

automated heart rate analysis in medical diagnostics and research, shows the main

features of existing solutions to the problem, their advantages and disadvantages. The

need for development and improvement of algorithms and software for effective

measurement of heart rate based on facial video processing has been identified.

The aim of the study. The main target is to develop algorithmic and software

for heart rate analysis based on facial video processing in order to improve the

accuracy and speed of the analysis.

The object of research: algorithmic and software solutions for heart rate

analysis based on facial video recording.

The subject of research: methods, models, tools for representing and

transforming knowledge about face video heart rate analysis software.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were formulated:

− review existing heart rate analysis methods based on face video

processing and identify their advantages and disadvantages;

− determine optimal methods of video processing, such as face tracking,

extraction of key points, and others, taking into account their efficiency

and speed;

− develop a combinational algorithm that integrates selected video

processing methods, face recognition algorithms and accurate heart rate

calculation;

− implement software based on the developed algorithm;



− conduct validation and testing of the developed software using video

recordings of various conditions.

The scientific novelty of the results of the master's dissertation is an

innovative approach to heart rate analysis based on face video processing is

proposed, which is determined by the use of a combinational algorithm, which

includes the optimal synergy of the best existing video processing methods and

algorithms, accurate heart rate calculation, and effective adaptation to various

conditions. The result was achieved by developing the appropriate software.

The practical value of the obtained results is developed heart rate analysis

software based on face video processing can be used in medical diagnosis, fitness,

psychophysiological research and wearable technology, providing an effective and

non-invasive heart rate measurement method for health and activity monitoring.
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